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Proximity and Lending

- Ex-ante Screening

- Ex-post Monitoring/Enforcement process

- Favoritism (Taste-Based)
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Research Question

- Does Social Proximity Matter?

- Mechanism: Information/Enforcement vs. Taste-Based
Discrimination?

- Are there differential effects across different banks?

State Banks vs. Private Banks
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Literature

Closest theme: Rent seeking with connected firms:

- Related lending: La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Zamarripa (2003,
QJE)

- Political connections: Khwaja, Mian (2005, QJE)
- In a different context: Bandiera, Barankay, Rasul (2009,

Econometrica)

Distance and Lending

- Social collateral: Karlan, Mobius, Rosenblat, Szeidl (2009,
QJE): Network connections as social collateral to secure
borrowing.

- Petersen and Rajan (1995, QJE), Stein (2002, JF)

Literature on bank ownership:

- Shleifer (1988, JEP), La Porta, Lopez-de Silanes, Shleifer
(2002, JF)
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Identification Challenge

Endogenous matching problem: Proximity is endogenous

- Any effects observed within the network might be a
consequence of positive selection

Identification of underlying mechanism challenging:

- There is a large literature in economics that tries to distinguish
between statistical and taste-based discrimination

- Separating these effects is a challenging task that has vexed
economists for quite some time
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Laboratory

Germany is a bank-based economy with a large service club
culture

- Well functioning institutions and low degree of corruption

Purpose of the organization is to bring together business and
professional leaders to serve community

Clubs originally were limited to a single club per city, but
nowadays formation of additional clubs in large cities is
permitted
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Identification Strategy - I

Focus on sample of firms that are all club members (same
ideological criteria)

Same bank is club bank in one club and outside bank in
another (in the same city)

B1 F1

Club A

B2

B2 F2

Club B

B1
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Identification Strategy - II

- Event 1: Firm entry to clubs

- Event 2: New club formations

- Event 3: Mayor Elections

Identification Challenge: Other things may change
simultaneously
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Mayor Elections

Whether mayor controls state bank depends on relative size of
the city to the county

City BCity A

County B

County A
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Key Findings - I

Proximity matters.

- Banks have a 18% higher share in total lending of firms in
their own club relative to other clubs in the same city

- An increase in proximity increases the share of club banks’ in
total firm’s borrowing increase by 6 to 10% points

- Membership to network increases firms’ total debt and debt to
assets ratio, with all the increase driven by club banks

- Network effect stronger if club banker is director of a state
bank
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Key Findings - II

Banks earn 3.03% lower returns on loans to firms in their club
compared to loans to firms in other clubs

- NB: No difference in loan performance for the same lending
relationships for loans generated before firms and banks are
socially connected

The differences in return on loans stems from higher default
rates and higher exposure in default

Effect stronger for state banks (5.64% lower returns in in-club
loans compared to 1.87% for private banks)

Firms entering a social networks use additional funding to
increase leverage and payout ratio
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Road Map

- Data and Institutional set-up

- Empirical Strategy and Results

- Alternate Stories

- Conclusion
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Data

Service club:

- Select CEOs and directors of corporations as well as directors
of banks or bank branches

- 211 clubs with at least 1 banker and 1 CEO affiliated with a
firm that appears in the Bundesbank credit register between
1993:Q2 and 2011:Q3

- 1091 CEOs that take out loans (474 of these enter during
sample period)

Bundesbank credit register: Each loan for every firm with
total loans above euro 1.5m is recorded (quarterly)

Balance sheet information for a subset of firms (686) from the
USTAN database at Bundesbank
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Descriptives - Network Data

Sample Period 1993 Q2 - 2011 Q3

Number of clubs: 211
Number of members taking loans: 1091
Club entries: 474
Club formations: 43
Defaults: 141

Club banks: 352 Private banks: 173
Savings banks: 138
Cooperatives: 41

No. of members elected as mayor and becoming chairman of state bank: 20
No. of members elected as mayor not becoming chairman of state bank: 16
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Descriptives - Firm Data

Total Assets (in thousand euro): Obs. Mean Std.
Sample 5474 92102 249376
Population 200531 93367 1261264
Debt/Assets:
Sample 5474 0.2525 0.1944
Population 200531 0.2464 0.2104
ROA:
Sample 5474 0.0621 0.0952
Population 200531 0.0691 0.0985
Average Borrowing Costs:
Sample 5474 0.0811 0.0504
Population 200531 0.0911 0.1084
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Road Map

- Data and Institutional set-up

- Empirical Strategy and Results

- Alternate Stories

- Conclusion
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Empirical Strategy - I

To identify the proximity effect one essentially attempts to
estimate:

qjt = αj + αt +ϕ · AFTERjt + εjt (1)

Subscript j indexes firms and t indexes time in quarters

Identification Challenge

- Changes in AFTERjt may also induce demand effect
- Important to control for firm-specific shocks

To do that we use contract level data

qijt = γjt + γit + γij + ∆ · AFTERijt + εijt (2)
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Empirical Strategy - II

Two problems with the estimation framework:

1. Double-counting may generate an upward bias:

qijt = γit + γjt + γij + ∆1 · AFTERijt + εijt

qi ′jt = γi ′t + γjt + γi ′j − ∆2 · AFTERijt + εi ′jt

- Subscript i and i ′ denote in-club bank and out-club bank,
respectively

- Differencing the equations leads to:

∆qjt = γit − γi ′t + γij − γi ′j + [∆1 + ∆2] · AFTERijt + εijt − εi ′jt

2. By construction, equation 2, typically estimated in logs,
measures intensive margin only
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Empirical Strategy - III

Solution: Transform dependent to the club bank’s share in
firm j ’s total borrowing:

qijt∑
i

qijt

= αjt + αit + αij + δ · AFTERijt + εijt

qi ′jt∑
i

qijt

= αjt + αi ′t + αi ′j − δ · AFTERijt + εi ′jt

Now differencing and rearranging results in:

qijt∑
i

qijt

=
1

2
+
αit − αi ′t

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈0 on average

+
αij − αi ′j

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
βj

+δ · AFTERijt +
εijt − εi ′jt

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
εjt
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Empirical Strategy - IV

Simplifying the above equation:

qijt∑
i

qijt

= β+ βj + δ · AFTERjt + εjt

This can be further saturated by quarter fixed effects:

qijt∑
i

qijt

= β+ βt + βj + δ · AFTERjt + εjt (3)
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Club Share Before/After Entrance

Club banks increase their lending to firms only after they are
connected through common club membership
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Entry and Club Formations

yjt = αt + αj + β · AFTERjt + εjt

I II III IV V VI

Dep. Var.:
(

Club bank loans
Total firm loans

)
jt

log (Debt)jt

(
Debt

Assets

)
jt

Entry Formation Entry Formation Entry Formation

AFTERjt 0.1003*** 0.1253*** 0.3222*** 0.3806** 0.0617*** 0.0673***
[7.12] [5.22] [3.40] [2.18] [2.67] [2.64]

Quarter FE yes yes yes yes no no
Year FE no no no no yes yes
Firm FE yes yes yes yes yes yes
Clustered SE club club club club club club

Observations 25908 19320 25908 19320 4364 3017
R-squared 0.538 0.525 0.734 0.727 0.762 0.749
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Club Share Around Mayor Elections

Mayor elections of club members are exogenous to changes in
firm characteristics and also exogenous to the state bank

State club banks increase their lending to firms after an
existing club member is elected as mayor
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Mayor Elections

Dep. Var .jt = αt + αj + β · AFTERjt + εjt

I II III IV V VI
Mayor Elections + Supervisory Board Mayor Elections + No Supervisory Board

Dep. Var.:
(

State bank loans
Total firm loans

)
jt

log(Debt)jt

(
Debt

Assets

)
jt

(
State bank loans
Total firm loans

)
jt

log(Debt)jt

(
Debt

Assets

)
jt

AFTERjt 0.0563** 0.2330** 0.0497* -0.0443 -0.0131 -0.0135
[2.45] [2.20] [1.86] [1.28] [0.09] [0.94]

Quarter FE yes yes no yes yes no
Year FE no no yes no no yes
Firm FE yes yes yes yes yes yes
Clustered SE club club club club club club

Observations 25908 25908 4364 25908 25908 4364
R-squared 0.532 0.732 0.760 0.532 0.732 0.759
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Underlying Channel of Network Lending

We document that social networks affect the allocation of
capital

Banks lend relatively more to connected firms

Firms’ experience an increase in total debt

What is the implication of network lending on the efficiency of
the allocation process of capital?

It improves the allocation process through the transmission of
(soft) information or better enforcement

It introduces new frictions (favoritism)
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Return on Loans

ROLij = αj(αi ) + β · INGROUPij + εij

I II III

Dep. Var.: ROLij Relationship Portfolio

INGROUPij -0.0202** -0.0303*** -0.0323***
[2.24] [3.24] [3.44]

Constant 1.0687*** 1.0718*** 1.0745***
[391.27] [315.03] [266.57]

Firm FE yes no no

Bank FE no yes yes
Clustered SE club club club

Observations 681 681 339
R-squared 0.731 0.376 0.749
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ROL around Events

To validate the interpretation that social connectedness drives
differences in ROLs we examine ROLs on loans originated
before firms and banks become socially connected:

- For each firm-bank pair we split loans contracts into those
generated before and those generated after the event

- We compute the return per one dollar investment on both
groups of loans separately

- This allows us to rule out that lower ROLs stem from
endogenous matching irrespective of social connections
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Return on Loans - Time series

ROLij = αj(αi ) + β1 · INGROUPij + β2 · AFTERjt + (4)

β3 · AFTERjt ∗ INGROUPij + εij

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
Entry Formation Mayor Election

Dep. var.: ROLij Relationship Portfolio Relationship Portfolio Relationship Portfolio

AFTERjt -0.0068 -0.0123 -0.0187* 0.0086 0.0004 -0.0107 -0.0047 -0.0049 0.0001
[1.08] [1.52] [1.97] [0.77] [0.03] [0.69] [0.63] [0.46] [0.00]

clubbankij -0.0006 -0.0159 -0.006 -0.0045 0.0147 0.0053 0.0127 0.0129 -0.0162
[0.06] [1.23] [0.41] [0.29] [0.85] [0.23] [0.63] [0.49] [0.55]

AFTERjt ∗ clubbankij -0.0329*** -0.0353** -0.0496*** -0.0393*** -0.0475** -0.0613** -0.0956*** -0.0921*** -0.0672**
[2.88] [2.46] [2.95] [2.27] [2.62] [2.45] [4.63] [3.10] [2.25]

Constant 1.0725*** 1.0810*** 1.0892*** 1.0784*** 1.0673*** 1.0814*** 1.0678*** 1.0674*** 1.0689***
[195.12] [154.36] [137.69] [108.77] [98.97] [78.82] [216.24] [156.80] [144.56]

Fixed Effects firm bank bank firm bank bank firm bank bank
Clustered SE club club club club club club club club club

Observations 411 411 304 174 174 141 232 232 130
R-squared 0.736 0.623 0.672 0.668 0.708 0.710 0.722 0.542 0.717
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ROL decomposition

Differences in returns on loans are not driven by differences in
interest rates.

Before bankruptcy firms borrow relatively more from club
banks

Quarters before bankruptcy
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Firms’ Usage of Funds

We can also learn about the efficiency of capital allocation
from how firms use the extra financing

If allocation of club loans is efficient we should see an increase
in investment

One the other hand inefficient allocation may lead firms to
pay out money to their shareholders (typically the CEO herself
who is owner of the firm)
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Firms’ Usage of Funds

Dep.Var .jt = αt + αj + β · AFTERjt + εjt

I II III IV V VI

Dep. Var.:
(

Investments
Assets

)
jt

(
Cash

Assets

)
jt

(
Payouts
Assets

)
jt

(
Debt

Assets

)
jt

(
EBIT
Assets

)
jt

(
Interest exp.

Debt

)
jt

AFTERjt -0.0063 0.0271*** 0.0289*** 0.0617*** 0.0018 -0.0040
[0.65] [2.71] [2.83] [2.67] [0.28] [1.33]

Year FE yes yes yes yes yes yes
Firm FE yes yes yes yes yes yes
Clustered SE club club club club club club

Observations 4751 5474 4751 4364 5474 5094
R-squared 0.402 0.698 0.379 0.762 0.558 0.404

Firms use funds for payouts to owners instead of investing the
additional funds
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Heterogeneity in Bank Ownership

Variation in bank ownership: state, private (and cooperative)
banks

- Differences in the change in club share for clubs with only
private, cooperative or state bankers

- To control for differences in firm quality across clubs
differences between state and private banks for the same firm
in clubs with two bankers

- Additional effect on state bankers incentives for clubs that
have a state banker and mayor (chairman of state bank board)
among the members

Additionally, we can examine differences in return on loans for
all three bank groups
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Intensive and Extensive Margins

Effects strong on intensive and extensive margin

Intensive margin: About 30-40% increase from club banks

Extensive margin: About 10-15% higher likelihood of forming
a new relationship with a club bank

No effect on outside banks
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Road Map

- Data and Institutional set-up

- Empirical Strategy and Results

- Alternate Stories

- Conclusion
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Alternative Explanations

Statistical discrimination: Banks are cautious in lending to
out-club firms and only lend to the highest quality out-club
firms

See Section 5.2, page 21, paragraph 1;

Cross-selling by banks: Banks may earn a lower ROL but
make profits from other business inside the club

- The strongest effects occur for state banks who typically offer
a limited set of services to borrowers

- We find that the banks that earn a lower ROL within the club
also have a lower ROE

Differences in objectives of state and private banks: State
banks do not maximize profits (ROL)

See Section 6.2, page 24, last paragraph;
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Road Map

- Data and Institutional set-up

- Empirical Strategy and Results

- Alternate Stories

- Conclusion
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Conclusion

Social proximity affect credit allocation

Lending through networks is associated with favoritism

- Banks earn relatively lower returns on network loans

- Effects are more pronounced when incentives are mis-aligned
(state banks)
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